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CHRONICLE N°21 

The Pleiadian, Cassiopaean and Leonine networks:  
their unified messages for humanity  

& Allo Papa Tango Charlie, please respond, we are searching for you!  1




What would distinguish the Cassiopaean, Pleiadian, Arcturian transmissions, from those 
of the Leonins? We are convinced that there are no truly objective answers to this 
question, except maybe that they could be linked to the perception – not to say the ego – 
of all the individuals to whom these transcripts are addressed.


Thus, there wouldn’t be one, but many reasons for the particularities of their operational 
modes. Whether they are Cassiopaean, Arcturian, Pleiadian, Leonine or others, these 
hyperdimensional intelligences, who transmit their teachings by riding the frequencies of 
the Wave, each have their particularity: they all are missioned! Each of them forms a 
center of thought coming from a same group of galactic consciousnesses, that can be 
composed of different intelligence forces and life forms that, sometimes indeed, present 
themselves as reptilian, simian, leonine, humanoid or other.


So, to transmit their precious information to humanity, maybe are they only using more 
and more modern “telephone booths”, which would not be restricted to communications 
via channeling or ouija boards anymore, but would also reveal themselves through the 
consciousness of some inspired individuals, who restitute on a computer keyboard what 
they already know as being thoughts from higher planes?


 In French, “Allo Papa Tango Charlie, répondez, nous vous cherchons” is a famous song by Mort 1

Shuman, about a plane heading towards the Bermuda Triangle.
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We know that among the global population, the true seekers of Knowledge are not 
numerous. Yet certain are sometimes more inclined to accept the information provided by 
one or other of these sources, according to their own ability to discern, their sensibility 
and their open-mindedness.


By linking all this data and adding their hallmarks, would the Leonine transmissions not 
be those which would gather and reunify everyone? Since there is not one single truth! It 
can be everywhere at once, yet sometimes too, where nobody is seeking it!


Among the transmissions of particular interest to us, since they are part of our references, 
we identify those resulting of the work initiated by Don Elkins and his group in 1962 and 
leading to the “Ra Material” (“The Law of One”) in 1981. Their works were translated into 
French much later. Then, from 1969 to 2003, Bernard de Montréal also bequeathed many 
teachings to humanity, like Gurdjieff, afterwards Ouspensky and some others had done, 
during the previous century.


https://www.lawofone.info/ 

http://www.diffusion-bdm-intl.com/english.php 

https://ggurdjieff.com/teaching/ 

https://ggurdjieff.com/ouspensky/teaching/ 


Although they are atemporal, the true esoteric or spiritual teachings still are not of great 
interest to a lot of people. Nevertheless, Laura Knight-Jadczyk, initiator of “The 
Cassiopaean Experiment”, was harshly attacked, criticized, even humiliated, probably 
because the value of her work and of her team exceeded the research of many others. Yet 
would that be the right or the only reason?


We know from experience that relaying information coming from higher sources takes a 
lot of work, focus and presence. Especially if it disturbs our well-established academic 
dogmas. Often exhausted by their “mission”, the LEOs also experience it every day. 


It is true that the field of “supra-transmissions” establishes a thick fog that is very difficult 
to pierce if we want to discover some consistencies. To our knowledge and if we were to 
remain objective, we keep noting that most of the countless French “channels” have 
remained victims of “the esotericism of the Service to Self”, which very rarely brings a 
true “reflection material”. Even if there is certain progress for some, then, why do most of 
them just repeat so-called messages of beings of light, which would be more like MK 
programming? The question still remains open! Yet finally, it is quite logical that the so-
called “love and light” teachings are still well established; otherwise, how could we 
exercise our discernment?

In the area of mystery which we are now interested in, we could also ask ourselves the 
following question: why had Laura Knight-Jadczyk been guided by the Cassiopaeans 
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(C’s) to leave Florida, in the USA, to recreate an “esoteric” research team far from “her 
native land”, in the South of France?


Her current drop-off point in the “langue d’oc ” region 2

(Languedoc, country of the Cathars, then of the Cagots Semite 
initiates), is only 164 km as the crow flies from the LEOs. And 
despite the small distance between us, we never met.


In the transmission of the 30th of October, 2021, the C’s had 
told Laura that:


Q: […] (Learner) In which places of Europe and the rest of the Western world is it 
most likely that people will wake up, network and help each other while facing 
ever tightening screws of Covid and other tyranny, black-outs, earth changes, 
etc.?

A: Pockets in many places.

Q: (L) There will be pockets in many places.

[...] 
(Joe) Laura? When the C's kind of advised you to move to France, did they not 
know that Florida was gonna be the last bastion of freedom 20 years later?

(L) I think they knew that other things were coming.

[...] 
A: This work would not have survived and thrived there.

https://cassiopaea.org/forum/threads/session-30-october-2021.51253/


 The words “langue”, meaning “language”, and “d’Oc”, referring to the Occitan language, 2

compose the name of Languedoc, a region of the South of France.
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A procession of Cagots “Parias of the Pyrenees”

wearing the clothing marked with a palmiped foot


Jewish women and children on the platform of Auschwitz, wearing “the yellow star”.

Source: The World Holocaust Remembrance Center


https://cassiopaea.org/forum/threads/session-30-october-2021.51253/%22%20%5Ct%20%22_top


Thus, would it not be because of the initiates’ genetic memories of the Languedoc region 
who have at all times succeeded in getting out of the inquisitorial oppression, that her 
work could only prosper more in France?


The alchemical Great Work of Laura Knight-Jadczyk was probably able to expand thanks 
to the vibratory resonances coming from the memories of these Semite initiates, that were 
imbued in this region and of whom souls, able to overcome their psychic limitation, had 
transcended time.


Would it not be here the true meaning of her research, which was to reveal this well-
known enclave of initiates in the Pyrenees and that she could retrieve among others 
things through her Jewish/Semitic or Cagot memories?


It might be also that the barrier of the language is one of the guises which temporarily 
undermines the realization of our common objective, since apart from two or three people 
in our team who practice it a bit, we do not speak, read and even less master English to 
the point of being able to communicate with her group, or chat on their forum. So, even if 
the French translations of the Cassiopaean transcripts are almost carried out as they are 
published, we had little idea of the context in which these communications were 
organized.


So we gradually learned about the work of the team of the Château, thanks to the books 
translated into French from The Wave collection, published by “Pilule Rouge”. Then, more 
recently, through the different volumes entitled The Cassiopaea Experiment Transcripts 
(that we have just acquired) and which were annotated only retrospectively for their hard 
copy publications. Thus, it is only recently that we became aware of the true chronology 
of this “Experiment” led by the team of the Château, but we also understood why we 
were not supposed to meet yet!


Things are admirably well organized. Indeed, “if” the language barrier did not exist, 
compelling us to accomplish our work through our own research in order to experiment 
its conclusions ourselves, most people of our team may have tried to register on the 
Cassiopaea forum; and the LEO group may never have been born! Yet life is not made 
with “ifs”! Thus, even though the team of the Château would have been warned by the C’s 
that STO orientated individuals are living not far from them, why didn’t they dig deeper 
into this information? Once again, things are masterfully well organized! … 


Unlike their research team, our mission has very little to do with historical and scientific 
research, which invite to explore the world outside of oneSELF and often require to 
establish proofs, cross references or make objective observations. Basically, 
investigations asking a huge analytic capacity  by the left brain, that of correct vocabulary, 
objectivity and “science”, knowing that the latter anyway remains a finite and sometimes 
rather simplistic vision of Knowledge! Although our task, probably just as psychically 
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challenging, would rather appeal to feelings, intuition, emotions, to the intuitive perception 
(the instinct) of this Knowledge and finally to the abilities of the right brain, the one of 
“Con-science ”!
3

Indeed, gifted to explore the worlds of energy, the psychic worlds and the worlds of 
ancestral predators, the right temporal lobe of the brain (the emotion’s and feminine’s 
one) would gradually see the increase of its activity, stimulated by the Wave and the 
cometary viral loads! Leading to an accelerated genetics modification and many more 
coincidences and circumstances resulting from this “acceleration”, which generally 
remain difficult to perceive for the non-initiate to this Knowledge.


This acceleration also influences the psyche, that is to say our “new way” of 
understanding things. While  keeping the link with our present reality, it sometimes gives 
us the ability to connect to other timelines overlapping in our present time, giving us more 
and more frequently the feeling of losing our mind and our bearings, yet thereby, allowing 
us to travel in the universe of the geneticist entities, creators of worlds. We do not hesitate 
to qualify as shamanic this inner journey that man fears so much! Carefully rebalanced by 
the functions of the global brain, its continual practice is generally “reserved” for the 
initiates. Thus, we would probably start becoming qualified enough to explore “the 
genetic configurations”, the energy resonances of each other, and their implications in the 
arrangement of these resulting time/consciousness lines.


For the moment yet, few people in the world are likely to conceive the energetic 
implication of this kind of psychic work, and would even less be sincerely able to accept 
to see and understand its consequences in the world. Since its implementation demands 
us a deep balance of the inner Self, which most humans are still not ready to discover 
and even less to accept, as they lack such mastery. Achieving to overcome the 
resistances of the “human ego” – we witness it every moment – is not at all that easy!


Laura Knight-Jadczyk even pointed out that this work with the principle of the psychic 
mirror (the psychomanteum), very difficult to implement, could discourage more than one. 
And for good reason! This mechanism of quantum observation of the inner Self, in which 
we would have some notions, consists in deploying our consciousness allowing us to 
“travel” on other time lines and to detect the predatory psychic entities which parasitize 
our mind. Entities of which ordinary humanity, no matter what we say and believe, 
remains invariably a victim.





 The “consciousness” or “conscience” is composed of the words “con”, meaning the woman’s 3

genitals, which refers to the feminine energy/intuition, and “science”.
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The consequences of the quantum mirror phenomenon – sometimes more or less 
illustrated in some tales such as those of Lewis Carroll, “Alice in Wonderland”, “Through 
the Looking-Glass”, or the film “The Chronicles of Narnia” adapted from the work of C. S. 
Lewis – are sorts of initiations to understand the parallel realities, which should be 
studied, developed, then handled with a lot of tact and caution.


So we had to remain careful while exploring these other worlds, since among other 
things, they confronted us with the nature of reptilian worlds and especially with the 
existence of these well-known Lizzies that Laura and her team probably didn’t consider 
enough, qualifying all of them, indiscriminately, of STS predators; although we are aware 
that among these reptilian lineages, some life planners individuals are in the Service to 
Others.


Maybe because Laura and her team were not yet willing to confirm this hypothesis, since 
it could awaken painful karmic memories coming from their transdimensional existences 
in their group? Or perhaps they feared that these revelations might invalidate their 
scientific investigations? We are well aware that our memories support and build the 
image of ourselves in the present. Yet we also understood, from experience, that the 
memories of the past time (karma) locked us in a future which is even more refracting.
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At the foot of the “ascending Christ”, Mary Magdalene, blindfolded,

but with her psychic mirror, contemplates her Self (or inner Self)!


Wood carving, hermitage of Galamus (Aude region)




It is therefore not possible to build our new future without reviewing our “different” 
versions of the “past”, even if they may sometimes not please us. Humans are 
programmed to believe that their past is gone and that they can’t choose their future. 
Their linear and restricted view of the flow of time, therefore of their consciousness, would 
prevent them from fulfilling their mission of time travelers and from being able to “return” 
to what they once were! Would this not be precisely one of the faculties so much occulted 
by the human psyche, which these Lizzies traveling on the Wave also possess?


Hence, their narrow conception of time would take their consciousness in any direction, 
but rarely towards their “new future”, which could also be a new past, yet that would also 
require the resolution of these temporal loops!


What was, is, and will be, will be new, also affirmed the Cassiopaeans! And they are right!


Then, it would be because of the very limited concept of time – which is nothing more 
than a human dogma – that the creation process of the ordinary humanity remains very 
limited, even entropic. But it would also be thoughts coming from minds endowed with a 
higher consciousness, that could make the physicality of our next reality more and more 
variable and selective; as it is already the case with the worlds of reptilians, humans and 
other entities in 4th density realities. Thus, we have started to explore them and are 
pursuing our quest of the soul!


Therefore, one had to be a little bit crazy to venture into these extraordinary worlds that 
the Cartesian human considers as unreal, since he even ignores that his own world is not 
actually real, if it was not thought, densified by the consciousness of his mind, that is to 
say by his own thoughts!


This way, when we risked ourselves into these worlds, what was not our astonishment to 
perceive that these Lizzies are indeed, for most of them, reptilians endowed with the 
power of psychic manipulation and of metamorphosis. And there is more! Thanks to this 
feature, those amongst these shape-shifters Lizzies that are still STS, can also look 
hostile towards humans, when the latter don't use their free-will in order to thwart their 
attacks by applying Knowledge, and if they persist in ignoring the secret of the 
psychic mirror. Some reptilian lineages are thus able to take on the appearance that is 
the most familiar to us and impersonate humans. That is probably one of the reasons why 
very few people are aware of the reality of their existence and their real physiognomy.


These different lineages of reptilian entities from Orion at the Service to the Self, 
belligerent or not, could they not be "ourselves" who populate our STS past as well, just 
like the Arcturians, Pleiadians, Cassiopaeans, Leonins and many others, will be "Us" at 
the Service to Others in the future? Would it not be possible for us to consider that we are 
carrying at the very heart of our genetics, the "vile and merciful names of God": these two 
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polarities that are opposed in our state of being and that we must manage to bring 
together within ourselves?


Not all of these hyper-dimensional "gods" would be as malicious towards our civilization, 
as the very "negative" entities of the Service to the Self of 4th density would make us 
believe; although amongst the STS caste, some, beginning their progression towards the 
Service to Others straight through their long cycle in 4th density (that is to say the most 
"positive" of them), are still "required" to absorb our emotional energy. And if some 
amongst the latter were creator gods – function to which the human of the future also 
predestines –, this would indeed mean that both of our worlds are meeting at the 6th level 
of density STO, the consciousness centre of true humans and other "Kadistu" creators of 
worlds!


But as the future and the past, "perceived" by the higher consciousnesses, form one and 
only temporal plane, there would not be any real separation between the souls coming 
from human planes and those from reptilian planes, if only through the ways they 
progress into worlds, and their different physical appearance!


Therefore, some groups of researchers would still lack some data, simply because they 
would be too specialized in their field. The absence of some information would be these 
splits that separate them from the other investigators. While the LEOs, with their more 
generalist perspective, would seem to reveal this "missing link", as they would be these 
first-time experiencers who would centralize all the thought centres of these hyper-
dimensional galactic "different lineages", that the human race would reunify in the future. 
Then, it is precisely the reptilian codes, that each and every one carries during his short 
cycle of incarnation and that are programmed in all of us, which are behind this division.


It is worth knowing that many of these reptilians, on the verge of extinction, would 
therefore simply represent, for some of us, our hyper-dimensional "ancestors" of 4th 
density. And as long as they will linger in the Service to the Self, those will always remain 
predators for humans of 3rd density. But others will join the "STO" Service to Others' 
worlds, often thanks to the reincarnation of their soul in a short cycle process, just like the 
one in which the ordinary human of 3rd density is evolving. (See about that the Chronicle 
n°19)


Some authors have ventured with more or less success to explore and study the worlds 
of our reptilian ancestors, that would explain the "Atlantean" karmic charge of current 
humanity. Anton Parks, a French author, him also being very often attacked and blamed 
by a horde of detractors, has succeeded in introducing his readership to the vocabulary 
of what he calls "the celestial bestiary", amongst which are the famous "Urmah galactic 
Lions". The latter would be these 4th density warriors called to the rescue as a last resort, 
to rebalance the forces during the great conflicts between the Kadistu lineages, creators 
and planners of worlds, and the predatory dynasties, destroyers of worlds.
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In other words, the "STO galactic community of the past" gathering reptilian geneticists 
Amasutum, Sutum and other Abgal, Nungal, Sukkal, Ameli, Imdugud, Namlú'u, Urmah 
strains, had been opposed to the great Anunna galactic families of the STS corpus, which 
would be also composed of Lizzies and other reptilians and entities of this predatory 
celestial bestiary that are the Kingú, Miminu, Musgir, Nungal, Sutum, Amasutum, 
Ušumgal…!


Often even more advanced than the ordinary man, the predatory races, sometimes "non-
human" who "perpetually" exist on planes of 4th density of reality, have only one purpose: 
that of influencing the ignorant individual's thoughts, in order to implant in him 
frequencies of fear, fright, insecurity, doubt, to feed on the emotional energy that these 
psychic manipulations arouse in him.


We should then understand that as long as they remain in their current "animal form", 
some of these STS predatory strains stay hostile towards human. Often also, these 
"animal" entities envy man and keep the frenetic ambition of developing a body whose 
shape would approach ours, especially if these races have extensions of themselves in 
2nd density, as a familiar animal close to man.


The Cassiopaeans, who are part of the planning lineages of Orion, some of which would 
have non-humanoid forms, keep repeating that at a higher level there is a conflict 
between the "STS" and "STO" races. To such an extent that they continually suggest to 
Laura to explore some of her own karmic frames, and to watch out for the attacks that 
she herself claims never to happen for free. So, would she not already be aware of some 
secrets of the 4th density that she would not admit to herself?


As far as we know, though we have not finished to decrypt all of the Cassiopaean 
transcriptions, it is very likely that some personal data coming from "her" 4th density 
would not have been rendered to her. Thus, we might think that she is still ignoring them, 
but perhaps also, does she have to be careful not to reveal them for now?


Starting from these hypotheses, we would begin to perceive clues that would bring 
together or balance the levels of transmission of these different hyper-dimensional 
lineages that are the Arcturians, Pleiadians, Cassiopaeans, Leonins, who all willingly avail 
themselves of a unified thought centre of the future; every one progressing through its 
extension in our world, with its colour, its information, its vibratory frequencies, and 
bringing its "matter" to the densification of the human's reality.


This way, we might then have a new piece to add to the exploration of this hyper-
dimensional puzzle, as since the beginning of our researches and even before we formed 
the ECOLEO working group, it often existed on the part of our readership, great confusion 
about the nature of our work, since a lot of our readers rejected the predatory worlds of 
the Orion's reptilian Lizzies! And as our investigations go along, these Lizzies will turn out 
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to be daunting psychic predators, our deep intuitions would not have deceived us! We 
henceforth knew how to unmask them!

This being said, our researches concerns less the material world than the spiritual one, 
unlike most other investigators of the unexplainable. They are thus way more oriented to 
the exploration of the "subjective" of the spiritual and invisible worlds, that are accessible 
only to the pituitary gland and the right brain, contributing more to develop our psychic 
and sensory capacities. Then indeed, our much more synthetic and generalist research 
work is not based on any solid scientific principle, but is often confirmed, either by the 
transmissions from the Pleiadians, Cassiopaeans, from Ra Material, or by sources such 
as Castaneda, Gurdjieff, Anton Parks, Philippe Guillemant... which cannot always be 
based on objective bases either. 


From what we remember, we heard of the "Cassiopaean Experiment" around the end of 
2014. At that time, we had already understood that if "we" existed in the future under 
humanoid forms – as the Pleiadians of Orion, the Cassiopaeans of Orion, and other 
Orions also say –, we for sure existed also in "the past", sometimes under non-human 
forms. So we could also exist on reptilian time lines, to which we had regular access 
through multiple experiences, since they did not frighten us and we knew how to 
"explore" them.


However, a question was still pending! Barbara Marciniak, widely revealing the existence 
of the Lizzies of Orion in Bringers of the Dawn, why did Laura Knight-Jadczyk remain 
suspicious towards this information, as she commented in a footnote below the transcript 
of January the 5th, 1995:


9. Keep in mind that the "Lizards" is a sort of code to designate the STS of 4th 
density. In the first volume of my book The Secret History, I've explained the 
entropic nature of that energy that we perceive as "reptilian". The reality of Lizard-
type beings has been testified by numerous witnesses – there even are alleged 
photographic proofs – not to mention the multiple ancient representations. But as 
I already said, I have never seen any of this, and I tend to think that it could 
be the result of an interpretative process.

Annotation from Laura Knight-Jadczyk; 

The Cassiopaea Experiment Transcripts - Volume 2 - 1995, p.121


Had the C’s not also answered Laura when she asked them the following questions:


Q: (L) And could you tell us what the Lizzies look like?

A: Upright alligators with some humanoid features in face.

Session 4 November 1994  
https://cassiopaea.org/forum/threads/session-4-november-1994.28372/
#post-353140
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Q: (L) When I had the dream about doing battle with the dragon, was that just a 
dream, an astral event, or an actual interaction with the Lizzies?

A: All three.

Session 24 November 1994  
https://cassiopaea.org/forum/threads/session-24-november-1994.28382/
#post-353162


And the Pleiadians who, as we now know, are of the same thought center as the 
Cassiopaeans, state repeatedly in Bringers of the Dawn:

These beings from space are half-human, half reptilian. We call them the "Lizzies" 
because we like to give all this a tone a bit less emotional, a little more humorous so you 
don't take them too seriously and that you don't worry too much. We are not here to 
scare you – we are here to inform you.


Indeed, we know now that some parts of ourselves, sometimes still exist in STS worlds, 
while others, even some reptilians, have already joined the STO worlds. Then, wouldn’t 
our ancestral parts be those of these Wave travelers that the Cassiopaeans said were 
also transiting in the Leo constellation?


As for the LEO adventure, it "subjectively" began in January 2016, with a dream that 
Jenaël shared on the Reseau LEO website.


In short, in his dream, he was accompanied by a group of people and a little boy named 
Léon who, in his future, once he became an adult, will have changed his name to become 
Léo. Léo invited them to enter by the seaside into a huge rock behind the wall of which 
stood several buildings that were the dwellings of different galactic peoples. "Ours" was 
the "LEO" lions’ one. We then discovered that behind these completely transparent walls, 
stood small buildings and that we were inside one of them. Léo also told us that the 
neighboring dwellings were those of the Arcturians, Pleiadians, Cassiopaeans... and that 
ours would become the home of the LEOs, in other words of the Lions who, according to 
the Cassiopaeans, would indeed represent the "heavenly abode" where would be 
"localized" the thought center of the LEO tribe.


Would it not be also these leonine souls existing under human form in the future, who 
transmit from this "new" consciousness center? They would probably also be involved in 
producing all these changes modifying our daily life and that become already tangible 
when we pay close attention to them.


These sometimes very singular events which happen in our existence and which would 
probably already be very perceptible if our human perceptions were not still so reduced, 
would then be linked to already densified potentialities – sometimes still time-shifted –, 
thanks to “new levels of awareness and knowledge” that emerge through our work within 
the LEO tribe.
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Then even if the future, or even the past, were to remain open and the time lines could 
also be desynchronized in the consciousness because of the different “levels of thoughts” 
that are “carried” by the individuals of our group, we are already observing that we 
sometimes experience more or less surprising overlays of realities. By the way, these 
overlaps sometimes lead to very strange situations, that results in some things being true 
for some, but not always for others.


And on this subject, one of the first times we were able to detect a temporal phenomenon 
of that type, was when Sand and I were still living at the Bézu. (See Notre histoire). One 
afternoon in 2012, when we were working on the construction site of the ruin, we had 
been flown over by two Rafale fighter aircrafts which, because of the roar produced by 
their jet engines, had engraved a kind of terror print on us.


Before their deafening racket breaking through the silence of the countryside nearly made 
us have a syncope, the two military planes, flying very low above our heads, rushed 
straight towards the summit of the Bugarach. It is worth noting that the Geghu, the 
“hammering Falcon” of the reptilian god Enki, also used this noisy approach tactic to 
terrorize his enemies. 


Shocked and shaking with astonishment, I then shouted: “If only these damn planes 
could one day disappear!”


After these “stupid planes” nearly took away our headgears, two days later, we learnt with 
amazement that one of them had sunk in the Mediterranean Sea. 

https://www.lindependant.fr/2012/07/03/un-avion-de-combat-rafale-embarque-sur-le-
charles-de-gaulle-s-est-abime-en-mer,150048.php 
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Image on the left:

The Geghu, Enki’s “hammering Falcon”

On the right: the French army’s Rafale


https://bienvenussurlanouvelleterre.jimdofree.com/notre-histoire/5-l-appel-du-pays-cathare/%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
https://www.lindependant.fr/2012/07/03/un-avion-de-combat-rafale-embarque-sur-le-charles-de-gaulle-s-est-abime-en-mer,150048.php%22%20%5Ct%20%22_top
https://www.lindependant.fr/2012/07/03/un-avion-de-combat-rafale-embarque-sur-le-charles-de-gaulle-s-est-abime-en-mer,150048.php%22%20%5Ct%20%22_top





Strangely also, still in the Mediterranean Sea, another Rafale accident had already 
occurred in 2009:

https://www.rtbf.be/article/deux-rafale-francais-s-abiment-en-mer-un-pilote-
repeche-5438453?id=5438453

https://www.lefigaro.fr/flash-actu/2009/09/24/01011-20090924FILWWW00666-2-rafale-s-
abiment-en-mer-1-pilote-sauve.php


Since that day at the Bézu, we had been flown over by these “doomsday devices”, 
always at a very low altitude, in 2015 in Cassaignes and a third time again in 2021 on the 
ÉCOLEO construction site!


At the same time, when we shared on the construction site before activating our 
“muscular mitochondria”, we talked on several occasions about these planes subjected 
to the effects of temporal lines crossing.


Funny synchronicity, let’s notice the strangeness of the date of the article about the Rafale 
disappeared at sea in 2012: “Published on 03/07/2012 at 14:26, updated on 01/01/1970 
at 01:00”. (Since the writing of this chronicle, the date has been readjusted!)
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“January 1, 1970 corresponds to time zero in computer science. [This date] 
represents the origin of Unix time, the operating system created in 1969 and used 
by Apple for its OS.”

https://www.bfmtv.com/economie/entreprises/services/le-mail-fantome-du-1er-
janvier-1970-hante-toujours-les-i-phone_AV-201803180110.html 


Extraordinary bug in the matrix: coincidence or not?!


In group, we discussed then the subject of the five Avengers of the “squadron 19” which, 
taking off from Fort Lauderdale on the East coast of Florida, disappeared in 1945 in the 
Bermuda triangle. Laura having broached the subject with the Cassiopaeans, I 
understood that she also had to be aware of the technology that caused the 
disappearance of these planes! And quite naturally, I remembered the two Rafales fallen 
into the sea which I had damned at the Bézu.


Although we know that certain thought frequencies can become creative, we also knew 
that that there was (and still is!) a technology that fractioned the universe by amplifying 
the psitrons (psychic particles of imaginary mass – cf. Adrian Dobbs) emitted by thoughts, 
in order to transform their “plasmatic” potentials into densified realities. 


The Atlanteans were well aware of this technology that used the amplifying properties of 
the terra-formed silicon quartz in hydrogen worlds. Current humanity already uses 
terrestrial silicon in computer processors. However, science is not yet aware of the 
“quantum” problematic possibly raised by the quantum processors technologies, which 
will drive the Artificial Intelligence of the Earth’s future!


An example of how this quantum technology could operate, is very interesting to observe! 
Would it not be this latter that would have contributed to the disappearance of the 
Avengers of the flight 19 in 1945, caused the fatal ditching of the Rafales in 2009, then in 
2012, and would have caused the disappearance of many other planes elsewhere in the 
world?


Question to the Angel: 
Is it possible that such technologies exist elsewhere on our planet, for example in 
the Bugarach region? 

Indeed, in the same way that certain humans carry this technology inserted in the form of 
nano-implants or silicon monitors in their body, the different layers of your planet’s 
underground are also equipped with this type of technology, but in a global format.
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That said, it is not really its exact location that is to be considered, but the effects that it 
generates and brings to your world. It is not only the pyramids of the Bermuda triangle 
which are active on the plane of your planet, even though they are the most famous. This 
technology has also been implanted, for very good reasons, to nearly half of the humans 
on Earth!


Some of these pyramid-shaped quartz gemstones have been sown by crystals that do 
not come from your planet. Similar to the oyster in which a grain of sand is inserted for it 
to develop a pearl, fragments of silica, that developed in an atmosphere much richer in 
hydrogen, were placed in quartz, sandstone or granite pyramids on Earth.


This technology, beyond understanding for man, generates a division between the 
thought group of the Service to Self, rather unidirectional, and the one of the thoughts of 
the Service to Others, which open to all possibilities, more or less in the same way as a 
light ray is separated in all the colors of the rainbow through a prism.


And depending on the strength of the thoughts emitted by one group or the other, such or 
such versions of reality manifest in your world. You should therefore be able to clarify the 
enigma of the Bermuda triangle, which the Cassiopeans had already talked about, and 
also clarify certain mysterious causes of the plane accidents flying over the Bugarach, or 
other “sensitive” points elsewhere in the world.


It was therefore indeed the Atlantean gods, when they were still STS, who installed these 
technologies breaking and increasing the strength of thoughts of humans. However, 
because many of these entities have “expurgated” their karmic loops, these technologies 
are now serving the seeds of the altruistic consciousness of STO humanity. Then, indeed, 
Laura Knight-Jadczyk knows well the impacts of this technology! However, for the 
moment, she does not mention it.
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Unidirectional thoughts - thoughts opening to 
multiple potentials



And as more and more individuals around the world accept to see this change process, 
orchestrated by the puppets of world governments at the service of these 
hyperdimensional entities remained in a mission to the size of their ego, this technology is 
now used by the new humanity to the Service to Others. And soon, the pilots of the 
Avengers and of other missing planes, who also benefit from the terrestrial changes and 
the progress of human consciousness, will be freed from their timeless prison.


Thanks to the vibratory resonance phenomenon of human genetics and to the 
progression of humanity’s global intelligence due to the Wave effects, their consciousness 
will have also been able to grow! Many of these missing-individuals will then become 
ambassadors of peace in their new world.


You therefore have to understand that the reality that you perceive is actually a process, a 
constant movement that sometimes even deforms from an individual to another. And 
thanks to this technology and nanotechnology, which roughly, only accelerate and 
support the transition process, thought-forms and actions act nearly instantaneously on 
the temporal flow and modify the course of time.


Now understanding that time is structured by your thoughts, but that you give way to 
confusion, you should first think about the “plausibility of evidence” such as you read 
them in your everyday life, to guess, then understand all the possibilities of temporal 
realities that they would also raise.


But also observe that if certain uncertainties were solved right away – because the 
terrestrial “sacrosanct science” was validated by its great hotshots of illusion –, you 
would not have to think anymore, to search or to try to find dynamic solutions to a 
problem or a situation. Which would then make you weak and vulnerable, as the 
phenomenon of reality split would automatically cancel itself to come back to the linearity 
of time: the trap of 3rd density. For the so-called objectivity of your “so objective” 
observations, which you define as certainties, gained too much strength in your thoughts, 
even if thereafter, this latter could sometimes prove to be erroneous or distorted.


As a consequence, the true value of the Pleiadian, Cassiopaean, Leonine transcriptions 
and certain other hyperdimensional beings, lies more in the exploration of these research 
trails concerning the “existing reality”, which obviously because of its permanent vibratory 
nature has always remained in the state of particle chaos, that is to say, potentially 
outdated realities, as soon as they have been manifested in your reality by your future 
higher consciousnesses!


In other words, once the different possibilities of reality have been described, this time at 
the human level in discussions and the networking with each other, they become pre-
existing realities in their plasma form, which are then expressed in the multiple 
dimensions of the universe.
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You should then reassess the way you impregnate yourselves with the teachings of the 
chronicles and notebooks of the Angel, the Cassiopaean and Pleiadian transcriptions, in 
order to take into consideration elements such as the degrees of interference in the 
messages coming from the STS planes, the interference in your own mind, in the readers’ 
one, or in the minds of the participants to the sharings, the question of the free will of 
each with his individual beliefs, the multiple openings to your future potentials, the parallel 
realities and probabilities in action etc.


You therefore do not have the right anymore to interpret each other’s transdimensional 
messages, this means to read in a superficial way, or to translate them as it suits you. 
This because some amongst these messages still maintain the illusion that their 
“hyperdimensional messengers” respect your free will, and never violate your “beliefs”.


It is for this reason that you should all learn to think on the deep meaning of all these 
transcriptions, whether they are Cassiopaean, Pleiadian, Leonine or coming from anyone 
else, by using discernment and good sense. It is therefore stupid to assure that the 
Cassiopaeans, the Pleiadians or the Leonines are right or wrong in all things.


They are “simply” 4th density missioned beings, who transmit thoughts to you, in the 
same way that you are commissioned at the 3rd level to participate in the human’s 
awakening, in order for him to accomplish his density change. But you all have somewhat 
different missions that eventually complement each other, as in the end, the Universe is 
such a gigantic field of experience, that each of your interactions with it will always reveal 
the Universe’s reason of being.


Also, if you focus on the question of knowing the degree of truth or plagiarism of either, or 
feed any kind of parochial quarrel, you would all miss out the essential, this means the 
essence of the deep teaching that all these messages contain in their totality and 
complementarity.
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Question to the Angel: 
Is it possible that this same technology is responsible for the rejuvenation process 
already stated by the Cassiopaeans? 

You all assume that you can’t become the child you once were. It is simply a mistake due 
to the arrow of time (http://etienneklein.fr/1527/ ). In your new reality, you will be what you 
are, and what you have been, you will also be!


And because of the STS matrix that your culture believes in, time flows in the opposite 
direction of universal reality. You are not going towards your future, but this latter comes 
towards you. The quantum physicists have succeeded in demonstrating this by observing 
the spin of antimatter particles that is reversed in relation to matter.


Your past therefore reveals itself as a construction that simply supports the present, in the 
same way that the future would also support it. But this arrow of time makes you deploy 
efforts that you maintain to keep you in its coordinates, which are just as conventional as 
the parallels and meridians drawn on a map of the world.


Your memories build and strengthen an image of yourselves. However, they also lock you 
in by building a future which retracts more and more. You therefore cannot change your 
future without an in-depth review of your interpretations of what is already 
accomplished. 

You are educated to believe that the past is unchangeable and that there is still nothing in 
the future. This vision of linear time prevents you from becoming again what you once 
were (the child for example, or the reptilian on another plane, or even other multiple forms 
of life) or from letting yourselves slide as you please in any direction through time/
consciousness.


You are already co-creating with your tribe what you call your neo-reality. At the same 
time, you notice that you are getting more and more confused within it. Know now that 
this confusion is wonderful! As if you become muddled, disorientated, it is because you 
are touching from the tip of your toes the reality of 4th density. You become muddled, 
because you are learning how to be alive. You are disorientated because of your subtle 
perception of the reality change, which is produced by a no less elusive spin change in 
matter, starting in your environment. 


As the “real” that you perceive, comes from diverse processes which could be described 
as neurological connections in the individual brains, that are relayed by their resonance 
with those of other individualities of your group. In other words, you become more and 
more intelligent when you exchange your ideas. But to share your ideas, you had to learn 
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to think for yourselves again and get out of the unique way of thinking imposed by the 
STS matrix.


An increased “neurological connectivity” in your tribe can only happen because of the 
intensity of your research work which, once pooled together, opens on a new perspective 
of your reality. But if someone was to provide you with the solutions to your researches up 
front, you would not make the effort to find those solutions by yourselves. Then, if during 
your trip in the STS matrix you obtain results other than those you expected because of 
your beliefs, the reality that you discover by yourselves will modify the original model 
planned by the matrix. It will be modified from the original plan.


An alchemist who will be very little known in the future once said:


“If you want to enjoy the most magnificent journey, you will first have to forget its 
destination!”


Transmitted by Sand and Jenaël
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